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Introduction to algebra grade 6 worksheets cbse

Unlimited adaptive online practice in Algebra. Practice that looks like a game! Get shields, trophies, certificates and scores. Master Algebra as you play. Start the practice ... CBSE worksheets for Class 6 math: One of the best teaching strategies used in most classrooms today is worksheets. The CBSE Class 6 math
sheet for students has been used by teachers and students to develop logical, linguistic, analytical and problematic capabilities. So to help you with this, we at Buddy's Worksheet have come up with Kendriya Vidyalaya Class 6 Math Worksheets for Class 6 students. All CBSE NCERT Class 6 Maths practice worksheets
are designed to help students understand different topics, practice skills and improve their knowledge of the subject, which in turn helps students improve their academic performance. These component test documents for Category 6 Mathematics will be useful to test your conceptual understanding. Board of Directors:
Central Secondary Education Committee (www.cbse.nic.in) Subject: Class 6 Mathematics Number of worksheets: 145 CBSE Class 6 Mathematical Worksheets PDF All CBSE worksheets for category 6 Mathematics provided on this page are provided free of charge which can be downloaded by students, teachers, and
parents. We have covered all important Class 6 Mathematics questions and answers in the worksheets included in the CBSE NCERT curriculum. Just click on the link below and download the CBSE Class 6 Mathematics Worksheet. CBSE worksheets for Class 6 math can also be used as assignments for Class 6 math
students. Factors and Multiple Perimeter and Area CBSE Worksheets for Class 6 Mathematics Perimeter and Area Assignment Class 6 Math Worksheets and MCQ Questions Advantages of CBSE Class 6 Math Worksheets By practicing NCERT CBSE Class 6 Math Worksheet, students can improve their problem
solving skills. It helps to develop knowledge of the subject in a simple, fun and interactive way. You don't need tuition or attending extra classes if students practice on worksheets every day. Working on CBSE worksheets saves time. It helps students promote practical learning. One of the useful resources used in the
class review. The CBSE Class 6 math workbook helps improve knowledge of subjects. CBSE's Class 6 math worksheets encourage classroom activities. The CBSE Class 6 Maths worksheets are devised by experts from the WorksheetsBuddy who have a lot of experience and experience in teaching mathematics. Thus,
practicing these worksheets will promote students' problem-solving skills and knowledge of the subject in an interactive method. Students can also download CBSE Class 6 Mathematics Chapter wise question bank and access it at any time, anywhere for free. Browse further to download free CBSE Class 6 Mathematical
WORKSHEETS PDF. Now you are provided with all the necessary information about CBSE Class 6 Mathematics Worksheet and we hope this detailed article is useful. Thus, students preparing for exams must have great resolution skills. And to have those skills, you need to practice. class 6 Mathematical review
worksheets. And most importantly, students should follow the worksheets after completing their curriculum. Working on CBSE's Class 6 math worksheets will be a great help to ensure good grades in the exam. So start working on category 6 Math worksheets to ensure good score. The CBSE worksheets for category 6
RD Sharma Solutions for Class 6 Maths contain accurate exercise problems based on students' ability to understand. The solutions are created by experts in subjects according to the latest CBSE curriculum. It mainly helps students to solve problems based on the exam model and to clear doubts effectively. Solutions
are prepared with in mind the concept of approach with precise methods of response important in terms of examinations. It contains well-structured solutions for good conceptual knowledge among students. RD Sharma Solutions for Category 6 Mathematics Chapter 8 Introduction to Algebra are provided here. RD
Sharma Solutions for Category 6 Mathematics Chapter 8: Introduction to Algebra Download PDF Access Answers to Mathematics RD Sharma Solutions for Category 6 Chapter 8: Introduction to Algebra Exercise 8.1 page: 8.7 1. Write the following using numbers, primarily, and key function marks. Indicate what each
letter represents: (i) The diameter of a circle is twice its radius. (ii) The area of a rectangle is the product of its length and width. (iii) The selling price shall be equal to the sum of the cost price and profit. (iv) The total amount shall be equal to the sum of the principal and interest. v) The perimeter of a rectangle is twice the
sum of its length and width. (vi) The perimeter of a square is four times its side. Solution: (i) Consider d as diameter and r as radius of the circle Therefore, we get d = 2r. (ii) Consider A as area, l as length and b as width of a rectangle Therefore, we get A = l × b. (iii) Consider S.P as selling price, C.P as cost price and P
as profit Therefore, we get A = l × b. (iii) Consider S.P as selling price, C.P as cost price and P as profit Therefore , we have S.P = C.P + P (iv) Consider A as the amount, P as principal and I as the interest Therefore, we get A = P + I (v) Consider P as a perimeter, l as the length and b as the width of a rectangle
Therefore, P = 2 (l + b) (vi) Consider P as perimeter and a side of a therefore square , P = 4a 2. Write the following using numbers, literal and key function marks: (i) The sum of 6 and x. (ii) 3 more than a number y. (iii) One third of the number x. (iv) Half the sum of the number x and y. (v) Number y less than a number 7.



(vi) 7 taken from x. vii) 2 less than the quotient of x and y. (viii) 4 times x subtracted from one third of y. (ix) The quotient of x on multiplied by y. Solution: (i) The sum of 6 and x can be written as 6 + x. (ii) 3 more than a y number can be written as y + 3. (iii) One third of an x-number can be written as x/3. (iv) Half the sum of
the numbers x and y can be written as (x + y)/ 2. (v) Number y less than a number 7 can be written as 7 - y. y. 7 taken away from x can be written as x - 7. vii) 2 less than the quotient of x and y can be written as x/y – 2. (viii) 4 times x removed from a third of y can be written as y/3 – 4x. (ix) Quotient of x with 3 multiplied
by y can be written as xy/3. 3. Think of a number. Multiply by 5. Add 6 to the result. Remove y from this result. What's the result? Workaround Consider x as the number. Multiply the number by 5 = 5x Add again 6 to the number = 5x + 6 Subtracting y from the above equation = 5x + 6 – y. Therefore, the result is 5x + 6 - y.
4. The number of rooms on the ground floor of a building is 12 less than double the number of rooms on the first floor. If the first floor has x rooms, how many rooms does the ground floor have? Solution: Consider y as the number of rooms on the ground floor We know that the number of rooms on the first floor = x Given
that the number of rooms on the ground floor of a building is 12 less than double the number of rooms on the first floor So we get y = 2x - 12 Therefore, the rooms on the ground floor are y = 2x - 12. 5. Vinny spend Rs a daily and saves Rs b per week. What's her income for two weeks? Solution: Amount spent by Vinny =
Rs an amount saved by Vinny = Rs b Amount spent by Vinny in one week = 7a So, total income for one week = Amount spent by Binny in one week + Amount saved by Binny Replacement of values Total income for one week = 7a + b We get Vinny's income for 2 weeks = 2 (7a + b) = Rs 14a + 2 Therefore, Vinny's
income for two weeks is Rs 14a + 2b. 6. Rahul scores 80 marks in English and x signals in Hindi. What is his overall score on the two subjects? Solution: Marks marked by Rahul in English = 80 Signals marked by Rahul in Hindi = x So the total scores in the two subjects = x + 80 Therefore, Rahul's overall score in two
people is x + 80. 7. Rohit covers x centimeters in one step. How far does it cover in the steps? Solution: Distance covered by Rohit in one step = x cm So the distance covered by Rohit in y steps = xy cm Therefore, Rohit covers xy cm in y steps. 8. An apple weighs 75 grams and an orange weighs 40 grams. Determine
the weight of apples x and y oranges. Solution: Weight of an apple = 75 g Weight of an orange = 40 g So the weight of x apples = 75x g So the weight of y oranges = 40y g We take the weight of x apples and y oranges = (75x + 40y) g Therefore, the weight of x apples and y oranges is (75x + 40y) g. 9. A pencil costs Rs 2
and a pen costs Rs 15. What is the cost of x pencils and y pens? Solution: Cost of a pencil = Rs 2 Cost of a fountain pen = Rs 15 Cost of x pencils = 2x Cost of pens y = 15y So the cost of pencils x y fountain pens = Rs (2x + 15y) Therefore, the cost of x pencils and y fountain pens is Rs (12x + 15y). Exercise 8.2 page:
8.11 1. Write each of the following products in exponential form: (i) one × one × one × a ×........ 15 times (ii) 8 × (b× (b× (b) × × × × (a) (iii) 5 × × × × (b× (b) × × (c) (× c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (c) (× × × × b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b) (b ×
a ........ 8 times b × b × b × b × ...... 5 times (v) 4 × a × a × ...... 5 times × b × b × ....... 12 times × c × c ...... 15 times Solution: (i) a × a × a × a × ........ 15 times written in exponential form as a15. (ii) 8 × b × b × b × × × × is written in exponential form as 8a4b3. (iii) 5 × × × × b × b × c × c × c, shall be indicated in exponential
form as 5a3b2c3. iv) 7 × × × ........ 8 times b × b × b × b × ...... 5 times written in exponential form as 7a8b5. v) 4 × × × ...... 5 times × b × b × ....... 12 times × c × c ...... 15 times written in exponential form as 4a5b12c15. 2. Write each of the following on the product form: (i) a2 b5 (ii) 8x3 (iii) 7a3b4 (iv) 15 a9b8c6 (v)
30x4y4z5 (vi) 43p10q5r15 (vii) 17p12q20 Solution: (i) a2 b5 is written in product form as × × b × b × b × b × b. (ii) 8x3 is written in the product form as 8 × x × x × x. iii) 7a3b4 is listed on the product form as 7 × × × × b × b × b × iv) 15 a9b8c6 is listed on the product form as 15 × × a ...... 9 times × b × b × ... 8 times × c × c ×
..... Six times. (v) The 30x4y4z5 is written in product format as 30 × x × x × x × x × y × y × y × y × z × z × z × z z × z. (vi) 43p10q5r15 is written in product format as 43 × p × p .... 10 times × q × q .... 5 times × r × r × .... 15 times. vii) 17p12q20 is written in product format as 17 × p × p .... 12 times × q × q × ..... 20 times. 3.
Note each of the following in exponential form: (i) 4a3 × 6ab2 × c2 (ii) 5xy × 3x2y × 7y2 (iii) a3 × 3ab2 × 2a2b2 Solution: i) 4a3 × 6ab2 × c2 is written in exponential form as 24a4b2c2. (ii) 5xy × 3x2y × 7y2 is written in exponential form as 105x3y4. (iii) a3 × 3ab2 × 2a2b2 is written in exponential form as 6a6b4. 4. The
number of bacteria in a crop is x now. He becomes a square of himself after a week. What will be his number after two weeks? Solution: Number of bacteria in a culture = x It is given that the number of bacteria becomes square on its own in one week = x2 So the number of bacteria after two weeks = (x2)2 = x4
Therefore, the number of bacteria after two weeks is x4. 5. The area of a rectangle is given by the product of its length and width. The length of a rectangle is two-thirds of its range. Find the area if its width is x cm. Solution: It is given that Area of the rectangle = l × b Range = x cm Length = (2/3) x cm Thus, the area of
the rectangle = (2/3) x × x = 2/3 x2 cm2 Therefore, the area of the rectangle is (2/3) x2 cm2. 6. If there are x series of chairs and each row contains x2 chairs. Specify the total number of chairs. Solution: Number of rows of chairs = x Each row contains = x2 chairs So the total number of chairs = number of rows of chairs ×
chairs in each row We get Total number of chairs = x × x2 = x3 Therefore, the total number of chairs is x3. Target type questions page: 8.13 the correct alternative to each of the following: 1.5 more than twice the number x is written as (a) 5 + x + 2 (b) 2x + 5 (c) 2x − 5 (d) 5x + 2 Solution: Option (b) is correct answer. 5
more than twice the number x x written as 2x + 5. 2. The quotient of x from 2 added to 5 is written as (a) x/2 + 5 (b) 2/x+5 (c) (x+2)/ 5 (d) x/ (2+5) Solution: Option (a) is the correct answer. The quotient of x from 2 added to 5 is written as x/2 + 5. 3. The quotient of x by 3 is multiplied by y is written as (a) x/3y (b) 3x/y (c)
3y/x (d) xy/3 Solution: Option (d) is correct answer. It can be written as x/3 × y = xy/3 4. 9 taken from the sum of x and y is (a) x + y − 9 (b) 9 − (x+y) (c) x+y/ 9 (d) 9/ x+y Solution: Option (a) is correct answer. 9 removed from the sum of x and y is x + y – 9. 5. The quotient of x by y is added to the product of x and y is
written as (a) x/y + xy (b) y/x + xy (c) xy+x/ y (d) xy+y/ x Solution: Option (a) is correct answer. The quotient of x by y is added to the product of x and y is written as x/y + xy. 6. a2b3 × 2ab2 equals (a) 2a3b4 (b) 2a3b5 (c) 2ab (d) a3b5 Solution: Option (b) is correct answer. It can be written as a2b3 × 2ab2 = 2a2 × × b3 ×
b2 = 2a3b5. 7. 4a2b3 × 3ab2 × 5a3b equals (a) 60a3b5 (b) 60a6b5 (c) 60a6b6 (d) a6b6 Solution: Option (c) is correct answer. It can be written as 4a2b3 × 3ab2 × 5a3b = 4 × 3 × 5 × a2 × × a3 × b3 × b2 × b = 60a6b6 8. If 2x2y and 3xy2 indicate the length and width of a rectangle, then its range is (a) 6xy (b) 6x2y2 (c)
6x3y3 (d) x3y3 Solution: Option (c) is correct answer. We know that the range of a rectangle = length × range By replacing the values Area = 2x2y × 3xy2 = 6x3y3 9. In one room there are x2 rows of chairs and each two contains 2x2 chairs. The total number of chairs in the room is (a) 2x3 (b) 2x4 (c) x4 (d) x4/2 Solution:
Option (b) is correct answer. We know that the total number of chairs in the room = Number of rows × Number of chairs By replacing the values Total number of chairs in the room = x2 × 2x2 = 2x4 10. a3 × 2a2b × 3ab5 equals (a) a6b6 (b) 23a6b6 (c) 6a6b6 (d) None of these solutions: Option (c) is the correct answer. It
can be written as a3 × 2a2b × 3ab5 = 2 × 3a3 × a2 × a × b × b5 = 6a6b6 RD Sharma Solutions for Category 6 Mathematics Chapter 8: Introduction to Algebra Chapter 8, Introduction to Algebra, has 2 exercises that explains the various functions in algebraic terms and the meaning of variables and constants. The main
concepts mentioned in RD Sharma Solutions Chapter 8 are as listed below: Introduction Use of letters to denote the numbers Basic functions for literal and numbers Powers of literal numbers Variables and Fixed Chapter Short of RD Sharma Solutions for category 6 Mathematics Chapter 8 - Introduction to Algebra
Solutions are created by experts at BYJU with the aim of helping students perform well in exams. Well-designed solutions for each chapter help students improve conceptual knowledge and skills Problems. By solving exercise wise problems, students self-analyze the areas of weaknesses and work on them. Some of the
most important applications of Algebra in everyday life are the investments, the method of lower financing costs, sports, technology, business, etc. By downloading the PDF of solutions, students gain a better knowledge about algebra and the methods used to solve exercise wise problems. Problems.
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